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So I am in the middle of a document co-authored by Stephen Whittle. I took a little

detour to have a look at Whittle on YouTube.

Here are a few clips. This one surprised me. Whittle recalls being heckled by Butch

Lesbians and is asked about their role.

Well worth watching this to see how he understood Butch Dykes. Basically described as unable to receive sexual pleasure

and this was not for Stephen. A strange position for someone in the LGBT community to take.

Whittle is well aware that there has been a spike in natal girls referred to GIDs. Also the high % who are autistic. Thinks ASD

is may be just a feature of being trans. See the age range for referrals is from 3 years old.
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Some of us are concerned about co-morbid mental health issues. Gender Identity Ideologues have an answer for this.

“Minority Stress”. It’s the social stigma that creates the mental health issues and transition is positioned as a potential “cure”

I suspect this slide is shown to draw a comparison to sartorial choices as a social signifier. Whittle also says lots of Butch

lesbians used to tell him they would have transitioned if they were younger. Hence spike in natal females, to Whittle, could

be more coming out.



To whittle female clothing isn’t neutral so girls may reject this if they are trans. Male clothing is apparently neutral so men

can live with the conflict for longer. They desire the girls clothes though. This nicely sidesteps refs to autogynephilia & late

transitioning males.

In this Whittle tell us that Julie Bindel is a friend. Whittle thinks abolishing Gender is a Trans project. Bindel thinks radical

feminists are abolishing Gender. They disagree and she is respected.



Here’s a slide on what Whittle jokes was their “happy pill”. Testosterone. Note that this slide is about testosterone, or lack of,

on a male not a female. So what abt impact on females? Or on males who no longer produce testosterone & take cross-sex

hormones? SexNotGender.
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